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PRESS QUOTES 

 
“A new sci-fi short that can visually rival anything the major Hollywood studios are putting out there.” 
Don Kaye, Blastr 
 
“This short movie about an endless future war looks unspeakably great.” 
Charlie Jane Anders, io9.com 
 
“It’s bursting with originality and fierce energy that grabs you from the start.” 
Henry Chamberlain, Comics Grinder 
 
“All the scope and scale of a big budget blockbuster.” 
Kevin Jagernauth, Indiewire The Playlist 
 
“The Shaman should be at the top of your list of films to see this year.” 
Gus Rosendale, NBC 4 New York 
 
“It’s rare coming across a short film of this scale and one that is so rich with unique content.” 
Joey Paur, Geektyrant 
 
“Marco Kalantari uses every second he has to full effect.” 
Katharine Trendacosta, io9.com 
 
“A sinister landscape of enormous scope.” 
Joe Bendel, LFM Reviews 
 
“A beautiful and terrifying world that feels rich in history as it does in things that look awesome.” 
Russ, Oodon 
 
“Marco Kalantari’s THE SHAMAN is more impressive than films with ten times its budget.” 
Tribeca Film Festival on Twitter 
 
“It’s the sheer scale of Kalantari’s production that makes it difficult to ignore.” 
Rob Munday, Short of the Week 
 
“Absolutely stunning with some incredible designs and ideas.” 
Live for Films 
 
“From the moment it started, I was hooked in.” 
Joey Paur, Geektyrant 
 
“One of This Years Best Shorts.” 
io9.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited)  

A short of epic-production values - this is an amazing watch. 
Rob Munday 
 
Fantastic re-imagination of the genre. Do try to make a full-length!� 
Henry Soon 
 
Has the possibility of being one of the best science-fiction film of this century. 
Megalosauru 
 
Achieves a richness and scale that is incredibly rare.  
Short of the Week 
 
My God...if every production paid attention to details as much as in these 15 minutes the World would be a 
different place!!! Fantastic job! 
stuntcore 
 
A true masterpiece, this is why i never lose faith in the art of film.  
David Edwards 
 
Haven't seen anything this good in a while. I hope you can somehow get a full-featured film based on this 
world and the characters. Vibrant, living, and awesome in scope. 
Frank Young 
 
This a totally different kind of movie. I'm in so in love with the concept that it sends a tingling sensation all 
over my body. Please I beg you to turn this into a full movie! 
Top10Destiny Gaming 
 
I love this so much. extremely well done. I wish it was a feature. 
Austin Barbian 
 
Wow. Just wow! Very fantastic short film. Hope you make it into a bigger world for us to see. 
Maria Palacio 
 
This glorious movie proves you can create an unforgettable experience in a faction of the time and expense 
of a 'Hollywood' movie.  Beautiful, powerful, and poignant.� 
otterpoet 
 
That was INCREDIBLE! Please make more!� 
Mahmoud Tahan 
 
Can we have a full movie ? a book ? a video game ? Anything to have the full story !� 
luznegra 
 
I was mesmerized. Such rich characters developed so quickly. Amazing. 
william law 
 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

Amazing. Holy shit. That's awesome, we need FULL! This EPIC->Star Wars and others. THANK'S! 
Jonathan Bamboe 
 
Awesome universe, I loved this short ! A 2 hours Shaman with this quality would really be worth it ! 
ahfoud Yacef 
 
great work, hope to see a feature film.. 
Emir1 
 
WOAH. Next level short, Marco! Congrats on the stunning release! 
Oak Leaf 
 
Such a beautiful film, incredible music. Wow... this is the kind of movie that should be in cinemas!� 
Michael Oghia 
 
I want to see more from this universe. GIVE ME MORE GIVE ME MORE 
Lurf 
 
Just... wow. wow wow wow. 
Ginanjar Putu Wijaya 
 
wow. just amazing Marco! Would hope to work with a director as talented as you one day. Incredible.. going 
to watch it a dozen more times now.... 
Monroe Park 
 
Breathtaking, at 6 minutes I though I was watching the beginning of a great full length film, hoping to see it 
soon. Great job, great story started.� 
Geomemnon 
 
Stunning, not only in term of production, this is such a wonderful film. 
Sitthichok Khunthaveelab 
 
Very impressive. I really enjoyed it!� 
zoogoober 
 
Great idea, but even greater realization (-:. I hope you will make it more, that'd be a dream. Best wishes for 
all the team. You did an excellent job. I'm looking forward for what's next. 
Rafał Płóciennik 
 
you should make it a full length movie ;) 
René Steinke 
 
Blows me away 
Jason SondhiSTAFF 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

So extraordinary on every level! Loved the ambitious world-building and original use take on shamanism. 
Bravo! 
Terez Williamson 
 
I WANT FULL LENGTH NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!� 
Marcin Zając 
 
Congratulations Marco, I am really impressed. Please, when 120 minutes of a movie ? new and good 
argument/idea, good music, good effects, good atmosphere !!! 
Jose Manuel Vilchez 
 
A great short movie, that shows, you don't need Hollywood money to produce convincing Science Fiction 
movies! The setting, the scenery, the visual effects - it just looks like a movie of one of the great Hollywood 
studios. Furthermore I like story idea, you have worked out here.  A very nice story about war, life and 
death!� 
luhp92 
 
brilliant!� 
james bradford 
 
Loved it. 
doonster washere 
 
Marco, get this funded! I will pray 
weldog71 
 
I love short films on YouTube. This is one of my favorites. It definitely warrants a full length film.� 
james91162 
 
This was brilliant. Can't start to describe what stood out. Hopefully a full length feature film or a triple A 
game.� 
Avivar Awasthi 
 
Insanely good! 
Congratulations! Respect! 
Juan José 
 
Congratulations. Very well done. Wonderful acting, good visual effects, masterful cinematography,... 
Procon Pictures 
 
Amazing! 
Artopia Studio 
 
It' brilliant! The best short I've seen so far. But is this story over or we will see some more?� 
Ybis Zedex 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

wow I hope this gets to be a full-length film! very interesting story would definietly like to see it expanded 
on... also fantastic soundtrack, my hat's off to TaQ for his amazing score!� 
DarkTetsuya 
 
Last year I made fun of the trailer for this short film claiming it to be something along the lines of "More 
boring ass short film shit." Or some such thing I cant remember exactly. I stand corrected, and retract my 
statement. Im very impressed and now Im left thirsty for more...The irony. lol� 
cameron O 
 
amazing :)� 
MARK SUMMERS 
 
Wow! This should be turned into a full feature movie!� 
Marcus Rauchfuß 
 
This needs to be a full length movie!!! It's so deep and captivating!!� 
Bradly Davis 
 
I am craving more!!! I wish I could read a book with this story. I loved the bard aspect...thanks for the great 
media!� 
Jennifer Kerber 
 
very captivating!� 
Atey Ghailan 
 
Brilliant, top to bottom. Would love the entire score....and a larger and longer treatment of the concept 
(same actors, please)� 
Cliff Stamp 
 
It is a fascinating view of the world.Great. � 
shinrow 
 
Masterpiece� 
Kurt Rozentaun 
 
17 minutes went by far too quickly the 3rd time and the 4th...� 
poeglives 
 
This is full of very cool concepts and very appealing. Congratz.� 
Lauris Stephani 
 
Love it! I will of course be watching a few more times to purely enjoy, not just look at all the details. 
Thrilled to finally see it.� 
Katla Einars 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

Very Impressive! Can't wait to see a full length movie... 
Lee Brentnell 
 
Beautifully done! This was amazing! 
Nick Cisko 
 
I'l fux with this. Really awesome short! 
Chelsea Lupkin 
 
Cool!!!, your team work well done! 
neweven 
 
Love it 
Вова Конокотин 
 
I can't believe it was sixteen minutes, it felt like five. I didn't want it to end. Fantastic! 
David M. Weiss 
 
just a dazzling work,,, amazing,,, i can't believe this isn't a big budget work and u and i belong to same 
company!! 
KOH 
 
Awesome work Marco. Congrats buddy. 
Ali M Aboud 
 
Such a great short film. Love the insight and empathy Danny seems to share for his character. Truly 
fantastic casting :) 
Travis Schnelzer 
 
Duuuuuuuuuude, you make a Hollywood! You created an incredible short!!!!! 
Paul Danylenko 
 
Amazing quality and fantastic concept. It looks like a big budget movie. Hard work and dedication by many 
people I guess. 
Geoff Wales 
 
Seriously impressive. Great use of music too. 
Brian and Karl 
 
I hope I do not offend... But this has HBO series written all over it. Really outstanding! 
Geonni Banner 
 
bamm... really great idea and done also on a very high level! congrats! 
immortal-arts 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

Truly astonishing piece of art! 
I can not even begin to grasp the massive amount of work that clearly has gone into this. 
Really really well done. You don´t see a short with this amount of production value that also has an intricate 
story that often. 
Kudos to you and the team for pulling it off! 
Silverwing 
 
I'll just be sitting over in my corner waiting patiently for the feature film to come out now. Truly a 
spectacular short film. What was the inspiration behind it all? 
Edward Hamel 
 
wow! what can i say:  
i see perfection here! 
Christian Stangl 
 
wow amazing 
Harith Haiqal 
 
Amazing u guys are pro really first time seen something amazing like that ...which camera u guys use in this 
movie ? 
Zuhair 
 
It's fantastic!�  
TJohn7002 
  
Very very beautiful,  i hope you can extend your masterpiece not only for full-length movie, also a 
videogame maybe, with good production that should be great thing. 
Дмитрий Шиманович 
 
MOAR! Please MOAR! 
Djahaha VL 
 
Well made. Shamanism runs in our culture for the longest and it is great to see another perspective on it. 
Jonathan 
 
This was great Marco, I really enjoyed it.. All of it, from the acting, 
camera work, lighting and color, Sound design, and the amazing VFX work, Well done everybody! 
Darryl Gregory 
 
This movie is really amazing! 
Thiago Souza 
 
Great film! I really enjoyed the production value and performances. Congrats! 
Amaro Shake 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

Marco - Great work. Congratulations to you, your team and those who supported you. I've got a couple 
followers, which would be the best links to share to help out, social media wise?  
Keep it up. 
Kurt Yaeger 
 
Great! 
hickeyhater22 
 
Kudos to Marco Kalantari for a very well made fusion of Traditional and Futuristic Elements. I love the part 
when the use of the 4 D's of Shamanism was presented. 
However, to stay true to the "Traditional" Shamanic portrayal in the short film, a drum or a rattle would 
probably be more appropriate in inducing Trance instead of a violin. I also saw Tarot cards being used for 
divination instead of casting animal bones (which modern Neo-Shamans also use). The "netherworld" or the 
dreamworld was a perfect opposite of the chaotic real world which is a very good representation. The soul of 
the machine was very calculating and precise, good job on that one too. 
We hope to see a full length film of Shaman. This is definitely a film worth waiting. 
Cael Pinto 
 
Extremely well-made. 
Mike Logan 
 
great great 
almriachi 
 
Amazing 
rasinmotion 
 
Phenomenal work!!....So much better than the movies that come out these days!!...KEEP THE FIRE 
BURNING!!:D 
vishalfx 
 
I usually notice things that aren't right, but this film played so powerfully that if there were anything wrong 
with it, I'd probably never see it. Cheers! 
I would like to play this for friends. Is there a 7.1 mix? 
Paul E. 
 
This film had me in a true state of suspended disbelief. A truly immersive and mind opening film. Strong 
and uncluttered narrative. As good as a feature in terms of production quality. I would so love to find out 
the budget of the film. 
Manny James Cole 
 
Good job! 
Saudi Optitalia KSA 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

This is fantastic - I understand it was originally conceived as a full-length film, one which I would be very 
excited to watch. Lovely production - Bravo! 
James Ward 
 
wow,,,just wow,,:-)� 
oPROXYo 
 
I can't help but love the combination of old and new. It's kind of a precautionary tale for us to remember our 
past in order to progress forward into a new era. Maybe I'm reading into it too much but it's truly a 
fascinating subject. Combining the technological with the mystical. Please tell me there are more projects 
in the working. 
Edward Hamel 
 
I wish it was longer. I realize it was a short, but it is a concept that I certainly would have paid to see in a 
feature length film. 
Melissa Critchley 
 
Bravo! Great concept and ambiance! Please continue to amaze us. 
Pedro Xudre 
 
Loved every minute of it! 
Mahmoud Tahan 
 
Fanally! :) The movie is just great. Thank you so much for sharing. 
Natalia Guliaeva 
 
Very nicely done, super production I would love to see a full length movie or series! 
Fred Walsh 
 
Hi Marco,  
Interesting plot and great supporting visual effects. :) Very nice work. 
Petar Nikolic 
 
it's amazing, congratulations. 
Katherine Vargas 
 
Quite an interesting story and really good visuals to be honest ! Congrats Marco, keep em coming :) 
eXecutex 
 
This is one brilliant piece. Beautifully done. Great concept, excellent visuals. 
I hope it gets adapted to a full length feature film and that you get to make it Marco. 
Piyush Rajput 
 
That, ladies and gentlemen, was amazing and will leave afterimages in the mind long after the the film ends! 
Erik Richardson 
 
 
 



VIEWER COMMENTS (unedited) 

The effects are great, but to me what makes this movie so captivating are the characters and how the story 
unrolls, with crappy effects I would have enjoyed it as much. Bravo, a story well told, and like everybody 
else; I wish it was longer..... 
Pappa Dokus1 
 
Great stuff Marco! The VFX stuff, graphics and all CG things here in your shortfilm is amazing! All truly 
help to have a mind blowing film. You guys deserve to make the feature movie out of it in near future. 
iMan Javaherypour 
 
cool Really liked it, thanks. 
wetstripperschicago 
 
Thts great! You should make a movie of the Warhammer 40k universe.� 
Дмитрий Иванов 
 
We need more� 
Тимур Султанов 
 
Spectacular, I loved it.� 
Chris Kilts 
 
WOW, what an amazing short, I love it and can't wait to see more from you! 
Joseph Anderson 
 
Loved it Wish it was longer 
Nina Batema 
 
Loved it! I would love to see more of this story too! 
Cheryl Mackey 
 
It's AWESOME!!!! 
Леонид Бобылев 
 
As an independent filmmaker, this is immensely inspirational to me. Thank you for sharing a stunning piece 
of artwork. I cannot wait to see your name on the big screen very soon. 
Nick Stumphauzer 
 
Really nice and inspiring 
naser najafian1 
 
Phenomenal!! Can't wait to see more back story, love the concept! 
Zackary Ritchie 
 
that's awesome. if only we can see it in full length in the cinemas 
Ian Shoiiji 
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PRESS BREAK LINKS (USA) 

TRIBECA / SPRING 2015 
http://blogs.indiewire.com/theplaylist/tribeca-exclusive-epic-trailer-for-sci-fi-the-shaman-20150311 
http://io9.com/this-short-movie-about-an-endless-future-war-looks-unsp-1690857042 
http://www.libertasfilmmagazine.com/lfm-reviews-the-shaman-tribeca-2015/ 
http://www.blastr.com/2015-3-11/watch-massive-trailer-new-sci-fi-short-shaman 
http://comicsgrinder.com/2015/03/09/short-film-review-the-shaman-and-exclusive-manga/ 
http://comicsgrinder.com/2015/04/13/interview-marco-kalantari-and-the-shaman/ 
http://www.shockya.com/news/2015/03/09/exculsive-the-shaman-gets-a-new-poster/ 
http://theartofmonteque.com/2015/04/13/a-passion-for-merging-past-and-future-an-interview-with-
marco-kalantari-writer-and-director-of-the-shaman/ 
http://scifimonkeys.com/your-mind-will-be-blown-by-the-first-trailer-released-for-the-shaman-sci-fi-
short/ 
 
NBC interview 
www.nbcnewyork.com/on-air/as-seen-on/299787631.html 
 
SUMMER 2015 
http://blog.oodon.com/hollyshorts-2015-a-spotlight-on-the-shaman/ 
http://www.shockya.com/news/2015/08/10/exclusive-the-shaman-gets-new-featurettes-on-its-score/ 
 
ONLINE RELEASE / NOV - DEC 2015 
http://blogs.indiewire.com/theplaylist/exclusive-full-buzz-building-blockbuster-short-film-the-shaman-
directed-by-marco-kalantari-20151116 
http://io9.com/you-can-finally-watch-one-of-this-years-best-shorts-onl-1745929770 
https://www.shortoftheweek.com/2015/11/30/the-shaman/ 
https://www.shortoftheweek.com/news/interview-with-marco-kalantari-the-shaman/ 
http://geektyrant.com/news/the-shaman-is-one-of-the-best-sci-fi-short-films-of-2015 
http://hellhorror.com/article/9261/THE-SHAMAN-Short-Film-One-of-the-Best-Sci-Fi-Short-Films-
of-2015-Video.html 
https://tribecafilm.com/stories/watch-this-short-the-shaman-directed-by-marco-kala 
http://www.trendingtop5.com/5-sectrets-years-epic-short-film-shaman/ 



PRESS BREAK LINKS (INTERNATIONAL) 

GERMANY 
http://www.moviepilot.de/news/the-shaman-seht-hier-den-dystopischen-kurzfilm-162478 
http://www.moviejones.de/filme/44341/the-shaman.html 
 
FRANCE 
http://www.tvqc.com/2015/12/the-shaman-le-meilleur-court-metrage-de-2015/ 
 
RUSSIA 
http://gooddice.ru/2015/12/korotkometrazhka-goda-the-shaman/ 
 
AUSTRIA 
http://kino.heute.at/art44264,1239027 
http://fm4.orf.at/stories/1764634/ 
 
ITALY 
http://www.goodshortfilms.it/en/genre/sci-fi/the-shaman 
http://shamanshut.blogspot.co.at/2015/12/the-shaman-un-corto-che-lascia-bocca.html 
 
SPAIN 
http://www.microsiervos.com/archivo/peliculas-tv/the-shaman-corto-ficcion.html 
 
ARGENTINA 
http://visiondelcine.com/noticias/noticias-internacionales/cortometraje-de-ciencia-ficcion-the-shaman-
de-marco-kalantari/ 
 
ICELAND 
http://kvikmyndir.is/frettir/frett/?id=149089 
 
SWEDEN 
http://feber.se/film/art/339934/ta_en_titt_p_the_shaman_/ 
 
POLAND 
http://splay.pl/2015/12/07/the-shaman/ 
 
INDIA 
http://moviesofthesoul.com/2015/12/10/the-shaman/ 
 
MEXICO 
http://www.thealexito.com/2015/12/el-corto-the-shaman-de-marco-kalantari.html 
http://cinergetica.com.mx/the-shaman-cortometraje-kalantari/ 
http://www.nocheosfera.com/cortometraje-the-shaman/ 
https://eban666.wordpress.com/2015/12/07/cortometraje-the-shaman/ 
http://www.notodoanimacion.es/2015/04/original-cortometraje-de-ciencia.html 
http://butacaancha.com/vean-el-corto-de-ciencia-ficcion-en-boca-de-todos/ 
 



www.marcokalantari.com/shaman 
 

www.vimeo.com/marcokalantari.com/shaman 
 

www.facebook.com/the.shaman.movie 
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